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Are  Burke here all 
Yale University Lew School 
New Haven, Conn. 

Dear :Ir. narahalla  

If, as am endlea.; series of abandonments of trust and a persistent refusal to learn 
the rudiments of what you are into persuade, it ia your fixed parpose to establish your-
self an the ;Inca:a:an Judas, the uroloaint you are about to piddle on the country and on 
history ought accoaplieh thin psipose. 

It is my sincere  hope that you anti young enough to have many years ahead in which 
you can live with that which you haw done and that you have just undo poenible, more 
than enough years to recall in eaquiaitely fine detail overy bit of it and all its 
consequences. 

It is my aincere regret that I do not have the influence to give you all the help 
iu yaur endeavor taat is your undoubted duo. If ever anyone richly deserved the future 
that should be yours and all the aamoriee it should hold, you aro that portion. 

With such trusted friends as yau, wh aluaa need of =amiss? Those who haau trusted 
you as friend will soon regret they were: ofessea with only recognized enemies. 

Treachery, too, in your forte. It has not been many monthe since you aemured a 
mutual friend that you would not, under any c*rousiatances, do that which you have now done. The connequaaoc is that I could not do what otherwise I would have tried to alert those 
who have placed their honor and their future in your hands. 

You should recall that I am the first to have aaaea for access to that which was 
transferred to the National Archives, before its exact nature and contents were anowaa 
Thereafter, I sought accuse to a more liaited part. iou denied me early as you Lau late. I belateve, although I am not a lawyer and you are, that you may have gone a bit too far 
in this, as your noble associates inside the government also say have, that in denying 
me what I believe are my rid hte under law, reaulation and contract you may have asst med 
a personal responsibility for any damage done me. It seems to me that doing other than is 
required to fulfill a function may be hold to waive the protectiana of that function. I 
may ho wrona, but as of this moment, I an inclined to find out. 

I have never believed you drafted tent contract. If I am correct, I may also be 
correct in my belief that you also do not understand it. In tiaa,  perhaps this, too, 
will chkage. 

In any event, I believe I an entitled to not less than equality of access with all 
others, with my credentials, be they experte on urine or news. 	imaudiate sinale 
prerequisite seems to be sycophancy.af I do not have it, I believe I will be denied a 
measurable right, resulting in dawage. 

ainoerely, 
Harold 4eisberg 


